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B

iosphere reserve was a
new concept for Alexis
Sienczak when she visited
Sweden in January 2018.
After that, the term continued to affect her life, even more
so as the MN River Valley Biosphere Conference happens on
Nov. 14, 2018 in Alumni Hall.
“This is a chance to educate
the public about the biosphere
reserve program and what it
could mean for the MN River
Valley if a biosphere reserve
were to be established,” Sienczak said.
The conference will be broken into two sessions; the morning will have informational
lectures and the afternoon will
have community led workshops.
Lectures will be given by Johanna MacTaggart, the national
coordinator for the Swedish
Man and Biosphere Program
run through UNESCO; Magnus Fredricson, a sustainable
strategist at the Municipality of
Skovde (Skaraborg, Sweden);
Megan Benage, a MN DNR Regional Ecologist; Cathi Foushi,

a MN DNR Regional Planner;
and Alexis Sienczak (‘18), a
senior biology and geography
double major.
Lectures will focus on the
global and local impacts of
having a biosphere reserve and
what it means for the people
that live in biosphere reserves.
Community-led workshops
will focus on the people living
in the MN River Valley.
Anyone and everyone are
welcome to join the conference, including “those that

“There is no better
place than the Minnesota River for a biosphere reserve. As a
population, we have
been very fortunate
enough to identify
ourselves through this
natural phenomenon”
-Alexis Sienczak
are environmentally oriented,
curious about international
conservation platforms, or
[want] a chance to hear from
different organizations and their
approaches to conservation,”

Sienczak said.
There is no cost associated
with the conference and it will
run from 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Biosphere reserves are not a
common word used in the United States. Biosphere reserves
are not national parks; you are
encouraged to live and work in
biosphere reserves.
“Biospheres reserves are
meant to serve as laboratories
to test out sustainable methods
attributed to the specific biosphere reserves’ goals,” Sienczak said.
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) runs
the biosphere reserve program.
Today, there are 686 global
biospheres tied with a specific goal that pertains to their
unique environment.
The MN River Valley Biosphere Reserve would focus on
restorative agricultural methods and water conservation.
The goal would be to educate the populace within the
biosphere reserve, not just to
own and protect land.
There is a long future ahead
for the MN River Biosphere
Reserve.
This is one of the first steps
for the biosphere reserve.
A hope for the conference
is to create a biosphere reserve

committee that will lead the
organization while applying to
UNESCO.
The UNESCO application
requires the biosphere area to
be an area of cultural, historical,
and ecological significance.
“There is no better place than
the Minnesota River for a biosphere reserve. As a population,
we have been fortunate enough
to identify ourselves through
this natural phenomenon,”
Sienczak said.
How the Minnesota River
is treated can affect the Mississippi River and its downstream
effects throughout the entire
country.
The Native American heritage of Minnesota, and specifi-

cally this land, is something to
commemorate.
The proposed extent of the
biosphere reserve would encompass all the MN River Valley, from Big Stone Lake to
Mankato.
But the reality depends on
the degree of political and funding support the organization
can foster.
A goal of the conference is
to join with local and state environmental organizations that
conserve and restore landscapes
of the Minnesota River.
Other counties, such as Red-

“Biosphere conference”
continued on page 3

Volleyball goes
undefeated in the MIAC

Women’s volleyball finished undefeated in the MIAC

Skylar Abrego
Sports Writer

G
An aerial shot of the Gustavus Arboretum Prairie.

Alexis Sienczak

ustavus Women’s Volleyball finished the
week with a win against
St. Mary’s last Friday.
This win earned them the
Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Championship title.
This is the sixth time the
program has acheived this title.
Volleyball closed with an
overall record of 25-2 and undefeated with an 11-0 record in
the MIAC.
Last season’s record was
an 8-3 in the MIAC and a 26-7

Gustavus Sports Information

overall, making this year a great
improvement.
“So far we’ve had a really
successful season after overcoming some injuries which
can bring some pressure, but
we’ve done a great job to not let
that pressure of wins or losses
get to us which will help us in
whatever happens postseason,”
Senior Nora Holtan said.
Head Coach Rachelle Sherden also just recieved the honor
of MIAC Volleyball Head Coach
of the Year.

Read the full article on
page 16
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Campus Safety Report

Monday, October 22
• Campus Safety responded to a motor vehicle
accident in the Norelius
Parking lot.
Tuesday, October 23
• A student came into the
Campus Safety Office to
report an ongoing roommate dispute.
• Campus Safety investigated an odor of Marijuana in Sohre Hall. Campus Safety referred two
students to the Campus
Conduct System.
Wednesday, October 24
• Campus Safety responded to College View Apartments for a resident’s
request for assistance in

dissipating smoke from
the kitchen.
Thursday, October 25
• Campus Safety responded to Sorensen Hall for
an of age alcohol violation. One student was
referred to the Campus
Conduct System. The
student failed to comply
with a College official.
• Campus Safety a suspicious incident that occurred in the Schaefer
Fine Arts building.
• Campus Safety received a
complaint about a dog in
the Linnaeus Arboretum.
Friday, October 26
• Campus Safety responded to a fire alarm at Sohre
Hall. The alarm was

caused by smoke from
cooking.
Saturday, October 27
• Campus Safety was called
to International Center for
a underage consumption
a student was referred
to the campus conduct
system.
• Campus Safety responded to a alcohol violation in
the International Center.
One student was referred
to the Campus Conduct
System for underage possession and consumption.
• Campus Safety responded to a alcohol violation in
the International Center.
One student was referred
to the Campus Conduct
System for underage pos-

session and consumption.
Sunday, October 28
• No incidents reported.
Note: Case dispositions are
available online by viewing the
daily crime log on the Campus
Safety web page: https://gustavus.edu/safety/incidents/
index.php
Tip of the Week:
Campus Safety Safe Rides
Program – call x7000!
The Campus Safety Safe Rides
van offers rides from 7:00 p.m.
to 1:00 a.m. every night at the
designated Safe Rides stop locations. Students calling the Safe
Ride number, (x7000), will be
directed to the nearest location
to be picked up by the Safe Ride

vehicle.
For Safe Rides service call
507-933-7000 (or x7000 from a
campus phone)
For more information, 24hour medical escorts, or for
walking escorts after 1:30 a.m.,
call Campus Safety at 507-9338888 (x8888).
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Bonnier Chair of Jewish Studies inaugurated
GAC welcomes Dr. Samuel Kessler to Jewish department

Emily VanGorder
News Writer

O

n Monday, October
29, Gustavus Adolphus
welcomed Dr. Samuel Kessler
as the first Bonnier chair of the
Jewish Department.
The Bonnier Chair position
was created when the Bonnier
family “gave the college money
specifically to fund a new position in the religion department,”
Professor Mary Gaebler said.
With Dr. Kessler’s inauguration to the position, the religion
department now has scholars
from Jewish, Islamic, and Buddhist studies, working and
teaching alongside professors
with a focus in religious studies from Christian perspectives.
This is a blend which Professor Gaebler calls “a critically
important expansion of the religion department in light of the
growing cultural and religious
diversity here and abroad.”
Around a dozen people attended the inauguration, which
was held in the Interfaith Center
to honor the Bonnier family, who
in addition to donating money
to fund the Bonnier Chair position also donated money for the
creation of the Interfaith Center.
When asked why he chose to
come to Gustavus, Dr. Kessler
said, “Gustavus is a remarkable
institution. It epitomizes the
best of the liberal arts college
heritage: a focus on teaching,
a commitment to students and
campus life, a scholarly and
knowledgeable faculty who
are also quite funny, easy to
be friends with, and honestly
in love with their jobs… I feel
privileged and honored to be in
the religion department.”
Dr. Kessler added, “My col-

leagues are what we’d call in
Yiddish “real mensches,” which
means truly kind and genuine
people, whose commitment to
their students and to learning is
deep and broad… They astound
me every day.”
Though he was born and
raised back East, Dr. Kessler
chose to come to Gustavus
“because this was an amazing
opportunity: to get to work at
a liberal arts college where the
study and practice of religion
were cherished parts of the college’s history and integral parts
of it future.”
He added, “I felt a connection with Gustavus’ five core
values, as they were ones that
have motivated my choices in
life as well.”
Overall, he believes coming
to teach at Gustavus “has been
the best career move I’ve ever
made.”
Dr. Kessler is currently
working on a book, titled City
and Sanctuary: Adolf Jellinek
and the Origins of the Modern
Rabbi.
It focuses on Jewish modernity, specifically, “when, why,
and how did Jews come to live
in cities,... build large synagogues,... and employ full-time
rabbis to give weekly sermons?
The answer to these questions,
I argue… can be found in the
history of Central European
Jewry in the 1850s and 1860s,”
Dr. Kessler stated.
“Judaism has long been
taught here… in varied ways…
opportunities for our students
to understand Judaism more
deeply in terms of its own religious categories, experiences,
and values–and not as simply
as a background or corollary to
other concerns have been lacking. This remains a pressing
need, not only on campus, but

throughout much of the world
today,” Elledge said.
He continued to say that
the creation of a chair position
in Jewish studies through the
generosity of Reverend Åke
and Kristina Bonnier brought
“exceptional value” to Gustavus and would bring deeper
religious education and understanding.
Kessler then responded, taking a moment to speak about
the “two sad events between
which this joyous afternoon is
bookended.”
The Tree of Life Synagogue
shooting on Saturday, October
27 left 11 dead and six injured,
four of whom were police officers responding to the attack.
Also, November 9 marks the
80th anniversary of Kristallnacht, or the “Night of Broken
Glass,” when Jewish people and
their businesses, holy books,
manuscripts, and synagogues
were attacked, imprisoned,
looted, and burned. Kristallnacht “is generally understood
by historians as the most significant prelude to the attempted
destruction of the entire Jewish
people in the Second World
War,” Kessler said.
Kessler included, as “a tragic
footnote of our age,” mention of
numerous events of violence in
and outside churches, mosques,
synagogues and temples, going
back to 2012.
He then shared several anecdotes from the Torah centered
around learning and what it
means to be both a teacher and
a student.
“There are four midot, essential characters, of students: One
who learns quickly and forgets
quickly–his gain is cancelled by
his loss. One who learns slowly
and forgets slowly–his loss
is cancelled by his gain. One

“Biosphere conference”
continued from page 1

The goal of the conference is to conserve and restore landscapes of the Minnesota River.

Creative Commons

wood and Renville counties,
have made a Minnesota River
Recreation Plan with the DNR.
This has been in the works
since 2011 and will start in the
upcoming future.
They are on the forefront of
conserving the Minnesota River,
but need a cohesive effort for the
biosphere to be a reality.
The biosphere will stand as
a research area, water conservation and education standpoint,
as well as a place of local heritage.
This adventure started out
when Sienczak applied to the
January 2018 Wallenberg Internship Award. This scholarship allows students to independently
arrange an internship of their
choice.
Sienczak talked to her advisers in the Biology and Geography department to see where
previous students have worked
before.
Chemistry/Environmental

who learns quickly and forgets
slowly–he is a happy lot. One
who learns slowly and forgets
quickly–he is a sad lot,” Kessler said.
“Each student has a little
of… each essential character. If
we teach too quickly… the loss
will be outstripped by the gain.
If we teach too slowly... the loss
will be outstripped by the gain.
The good portion is when we
teach at the right pace..., so that
a full vessel stays perpetually
full,” Kessler said.
“Shalom u’veracha. May we
find wisdom and good health
together,” Kessler said.
Reverend Åke Bonnier was

then welcomed to speak, and
he spoke about his appreciation
for Judaism, its history and culture, and his hope for a peaceful
future.
This inauguration and reception could not have been
possible without the generosity
of Rev.
Åke Bonnier and the Bonnier
family or the efforts of Professor
Gaebler, Professor Elledge, and
all other involved faculty and
staff. To Dr. Kessler: welcome
and congratulations.

Around a dozen people attended the inauguration,
which was held in the Interfaith Center.

Studies professor Jeff Jeremiason is close friends with Magnus Fredricson and he recommended Fredricson because he
had hosted interns in the past.
Throughout her time in Sweden, Sienczak got to live with
Magnus while experiencing all
the joys Sweden has.
“The best part of the experience was that we got to
drive around Sweden daily and
discuss Magnus’ fascination
with social entrepreneurship”,
Sienczak said.
Social entrepreneurship is
the idea that culture is a necessity while developing urban
environments and how it can
best be used.
Biosphere reserves are a
great example of the work social
entrepreneurship can do in a
community.
Biosphere reserves are not
exclusive to research or government-controlled land.
The United Nations require
a population of people to live
and interact within biosphere
reserves.
Sienczak’s work focused on
constructing a Minnesota bio-

Nate Habben

sphere reserve and she chose
the Minnesota River Valley as
the best spot.
Sienczak is most familiar
with southern Minnesota because she was raised in Red
Wing, MN and had her undergraduate career in St. Peter, MN.
At the same time, the MN
River Valley is underappreciated as its role in the Mississippi
River Watershed and its role in
our past and current climate.
Most of the western edge
of Minnesota was a natural
tallgrass prairie until settlers
domesticated it for agricultural
purposes.
Today, Sienczak’s mission is
to preserve what is left of the
native prairie but to not forget
the people that live within its
boundaries.
A biosphere reserve is the
first step of many, but it is a step
that needs to be taken.
Please contact Alexis Sienczak with any questions or comments about the conference at
Asiencz2@gustavus.edu
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Panelists discuss the history of activism and change

Four panelists from different departments volunteered for the event based on their interest in the topic.

O

Elsa Beise
Staff Writer

n October 29, a presentation and panel was held
surrounding the 50th
anniversary on the year of 1968.
This year brought a burst
of protests and forced many to
take a look at the social unrest
in areas such as race, gender and
economic equality and other
problems that the country faced.
“Teach In: 1968 A Legacy of
Protest” is an event that looks at
this eventful year and how those
365 days can relate to today and
issues we are currently facing in
the world.
This event was a collaborative effort organized by professors in many different departments.
Sean Easton (Classics and
Peace, Justice and Conflict Studies), Maddalena Marinari (History and Peace, Justice and
Conflict Studies), Carlos Mejia
Suarez (MLLC and LALACS),
Dario Sanchez-Gonzalez (MLLC
and LALACs), Joaquin Villanueva (Geography and Peace,
Justice, and Conflict Studies),
and Sharon Marquart (MLLC
and GWSS) have all participated
in the organization and execution of this event.
“Our goal is to create informed dialogue around issues
that are difficult to discuss and
that need all the more to be discussed because of that difficulty.
We hope that this will be the
start of a continuing conversation about issues of justice in the
present that are so important
to the Gustavus community,”
Marquart said.
The idea for this event was
brought about by the recogni-

tion of the parallels between
1968 and 2018.
“We then talked about different ways we thought of incorporating this into our current
courses in order to reflect on
the challenges we are facing today, and wanted to organize an
event that reflected the diverse
perspectives that there are on all
of these issues. We then reached
out to people on campus to

“Our goal is to create
informed dialogue
around issues that are
difficult to discuss and
that need to be discussed.”
-Sharon Marquart
see who might be interested
in similar questions, and were
surprised and delighted by the
response,” Marquart said.
“Health and Exercise Science
and Geology in particular are
departments none of the initial
participants had thought of being interested in the issues we
were exploring. And Philosophy and Scandinavian Studies
both supported this event by
creating bulletin boards and engaging in departmental discussions about what roles protest
played in their disciplines,”
Marquart said.
Panel participants (Professor
Greg Kaster, Professor Laura
Triplett, Professor Joaquin Villanueva and Professor Bonnie
Reimann) participated on a
primarily voluntary basis, being interested in this particular
topic of discussion.
Professor Kaster was approached early in the process

due to his excitement and interest in the 1960s.
This event gives confidence
to students about their activism and the ability they have
to create change, similar to the
protesting that occured in 1968.
“Our goals at the event tonight will be to reflect on what
protest can do, when it might be
necessary, and why we should
pay attention it. But we will also
reflect on what the limits of protest might be and what lessons
we can learn from its successes
and failures,” Marquart said.
“In reflecting on these ideas
that the year 1968 represents,
we are creating a space for students to think about their own
political agency and their own
abilities to create meaningful
change. Students have a history
of creating global change, and
1968 is a moment that allows
us to think through this,” Marquart said.
Professor Reimann share a
similar sentiment when it came
to the importance of the event to
giving students the urge to use
their voices for change.
“I hope that it prompts students to reflect on social activism and how they use their
voices and agency regarding
sport and protest,” Reimann
said.
Professor Kaster echoed
these thoughts and added the
relevance of 1968 to 2018.
“So many of the issues and
controversies that roiled the
United States and the world
in that year are of direct relevance to our community today,”
Kaster said.
He was also eager about the
student participation within the
event and the faculty that put
the event together.
“I am especially looking for-

Katie Mattinen

ward to questions from students
this evening about 1968 and
to discussing with them and
my co-panelists not only what
happened in 1968 and why, but
also how that history affects our
present and what we can learn
from it,” Kaster said.
This panel allowed students
to explore the activism and aim
for social change that the year

1968 invited.
It gave examples of the parallels between our times and the
past and began a dynamic discussion about the importance of
standing up for change.

This panel allows students to explore activism and
social change.

Katie Mattinen
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Rocking the house with Yam Haus

O

Anh Tran
Staff Writer

n November 9th, Gustavus Adolphus College
will welcome the up and
coming Minneapolis-based boy
band Yam Haus to The Dive for
a special student concert.
Yam Haus consists of four
members: Lars Pruitt on vocals
and guitar, Seth Blum on electric
guitar, Jake Felstow on drums,
and Zach Beinlich on bass.
The four young musicians have been friends who
make music together for a
long time and officially started
working on the band project two and a half years ago.
Now that their music ownership is down, Yam Haus
has adopted a diverse combination of new approaches to promote their work.
The boy band has conscientiously worked on the road,
played in a wide range of
public venues, promoted their
constantly refreshing merch
line, and maintained a daily vlog channel on YouTube.
Over the course of their
tour, they spent a considerable
amount of time in their tour van
brainstorming ideas to freshen
their music, especially their
live performances, which are
unique, innovative, and lively.
From their initial discussions
(and also jokes) in their van
rides to later work in the studio,
the boys develop their unique
intro and transition tracks for
each of their performance.
In preparation for their
shows, they focus on envisioning the atmosphere and
the special moments that they
will create for their audience.
They aim to immerse their
audience in an exciting yet
complex and unique experience
of music in every single show.
The young artists really put

Yam Haus
Submitted

Yam Haus has blown up over the past year in the Minneapolis music scene.

a lot of efforts in creating the
atmosphere for their performance. They have certain
expectations for the sounds
and make sure that it is complex and raises the audience’s
mood. Jake Felstow shared
in the process of making an
intro track: “I want it swelling, I want it to feel complex,
not happy, not sad, just kinda
give you the feeling of complexity and anticipation, and
essentially a lot of layers to it.”
By their exceptional attention to details and intuitive
musical talents, Yam Haus
has spread their dancing and
“grooving” virus with their
music. Their collaborative creative process has yielded innovative and successful results.
The band filmed their music
video for their song “Groovin’

(That Feel Good Song)” in the
form of a social experiment.
They posted on social media
and directly invite whomever they met on the streets of
Minneapolis to their “public
dance party.” Within one day,
they gathered a huge crowd
to dance with them, in the
making of the music video.
By throwing this public dance
party, Yam Haus has reminded
numerous music listeners of
what it is like to be yourself, to
feel the music, and to have fun.
The song “Groovin’ (That
Feel Good Song)” has proved
that music’s power to move
people does not only reside
in the lyrics but also in the
rhythm and the melody itself.
Among the young generation bands, Yam Haus promises
to convey meaningful messag-

Submitted

es and positive life outlooks
through their musical work.
“Groovin’ (That Feel Good
Song)” is among thirteen tracks
featured in Yam Haus’s debut
album, “Stargazer,” which
was released this past June.
“Stargazer” exemplifies
“their love for punchy pop, sensitive folk, classic rock and roll,
[and] hip hop,” according to
Music Industry News Network.
The synth-pop-rock quartet
compose their songs together
with a promise of excitement
and positivity in mind. James
Doe wrote on Music Industry News Network: “‘Stargazer’ is something that will
make you clear off your baggage of anxiety, depression,
stress out of the door forever, never looking back to it.”
Indeed, “Stargazer” hits

listeners with “an exciting,
refreshing, radio-ready, massively pop appealing swarm
of sounds that make you
move, make you groove, make
you dance and ultimately lift
your spirits and your mood
up to the next level,” according to Joshua Smotherman
on Middle Tennessee Music.
In their track “West Coast,”
Yam Haus tells a story of a
struggle through a down time,
yet this story does not end in
deep, dark, self-destructive,
and unsettling thoughts, but
a bright spark that lit up the
musician’s mind again: music.
“But these days I’ve been
stumbling into the dark/Trying
to forget all the bitter parts/
It’s heavy luggage that I put
down ‘cause I finally see/That
… I’ve got a reason to sing/
And … I’m finally listening/
And … I’m going back to the
start/‘Cause I can’t hold onto
what’s inside my heart…”
The singer of this song
has used music to convert
his struggle into a creative
process of art and stand back
up from his stumble. This experience is something that
touches most young people
and might even help them go
through their own hard times.
Delivering well-crafted
catchy tunes to listeners, Yam
Haus never forgets to enclose
their bright positivity. With their
name YAM being the abbreviation for “you are me,” Yam
Haus aspires to create a musical
experience that includes themselves and their listeners as one.
T h e Ya m H a u s c o n cert will take place in The
D i v e o n F r i d a y, N o v e m ber 9th from 9:00-10:30pm.
Free admission is open to
all Gusties, who would like
to enjoy a mixture of original and cover music and
mocktails with friends.

Spotlight on: Radio Free Gustavus
Parker Lindberg
Staff Writer
ustavus students are able to
G
express themselves through
many different forms of art

and communication. One of
these forms is radio. Radio Free
Gustavus is a student-run radio
program that features a variety
of shows tailored toward Gustavus students.
Each show airs at a different
time and are hosted by students.
They are each centered around
a different subject that will
appeal to almost any student.
Junior Ingrid Iverson co-hosts
a show called “Chip and Erma
in the Evening” on Sunday
nights at nine pm. The show
focuses on campus culture,
Gustavus folklore, and current
events. According to Ingrid, the
show often turns into random
conversations that are a lot of
fun to listen to and be a part of.
Each episode of “Chip and
Erma” has a theme, and usually

Tune into Radio Free Gustavus on the KGSM website.

includes a special guest that
joins them to talk about something that they are passionate
about. It often includes a game
of Kahoot to get listeners involved and the winner receives
a free lunch courtesy of Ingrid.
Ingrid says that radio

Submitted

is important on campus as
a means of communication.
“I think the show gives us a
way to communicate with people, share our opinions about
current events, and just be creative.” Being able to communicate with an audience is Ingrid’s

favorite aspect of being involved with the radio program.
Senior Ian Bachmayer
co-hosts a show called “Tea
and Tunes” with Linsey Wolf
which focuses on discussions
about music, music genres,
and music-related events.
According to Ian, “the show
allows us to explore our taste
in music and hear new music
that people recommend with
no pressure and just have a
free and fun environment.”
Ian also believes that radio is
important both on and off campus as a way of being creative
and communicating new ideas.
“I like that some radio stations feature local artists.” Ian
thinks that radio is an important tool as it can spread ideas
to a large audience of people.
“We’re in a golden age of
music and so it’s important
to explore that”, Ian said. He
enjoys interacting with listeners and getting new recommendations for music.
Ian got involved with

the radio program through
friends and said that the
process was very easy and
there wasn’t much pressure.
“There aren’t many guidelines that we have to follow and
so it’s a great way to just have
fun with friends. I love working
with all of the people involved
in the show, it’s a very free
environment,”Bachmayer said.
“Tea and Tunes” broadcasts on Thursdays from 7
to 9 pm. They also have an
Instagram page to gain more
exposure for the show. Their
handle is @gacteatunes.
All of the radio shows highly
recommend students to tune
in to listen and appreciate the
chance to interact with listeners and gain larger audiences.
Radio Free Gustavus is a
great way for students to increase their knowledge about
current events and the culture on campus. The broadcasts can be found through
a link on the Gustavus website to the KGSM website.

Editor Sofia Boda
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Ian Bachmayer

A

Fun fact: Bachmayer does not have his appendix.

Katie Mattinen

Do you have a suggestion for a
Gustavus student,
professor, or staff member who
could be our next Gustie of the
Week?

Sofia Boda
Variety Editor

n accomplished musican,
world traveler, and International Business major,
Senior Ian Bachmayer has made
a name for himself at Gustavus
as a true jack of all trades.
Originally from Roseville,
Minnesota, Bachmayer graduated from St. Anthony Village
High School, and followed in
his family’s footsteps to become
a Gustie like his brother and
sister.
“I picked Gustavus because
it felt like home; it wasn’t too
big or too small, and I’d been
coming here since I was little. I
was also at a crossroads in my
life where I was deciding if I
would like to pursue music as
a career or something else, and
I liked that Gustavus let you
participate in music ensembles
without being a music major,”
Bachmayer said.
Once he arrived on campus as a first year, Bachmayer
quickly found his niche in music
ensembles. Up until his junior
year, he participated in the
Jazz Band and Gustavus Wind
Orchestra, where he met “some
of his very core friends to this
day”.
In fact, he cites his time in
Jazz Band as one of the most
impactful experiences of his college career, especially the 2016
tour to Greece and Macedonia.
“Being in a music ensemble
gives me the opportunity to be
part of something bigger than
myself, and it lets me impact my
community in a positive way,”
Bachmayer said.

Aside from his musical mastery, he also gives back to the
Gustavus community in his role
as a Peer Assistant. This year
marks Bachmayer’s third year
being a part of the organization, and his participation in the
program has been another of his
favorite experiences on campus.
As a Peer Assistant, Bachmayer is used to sharing his
wisdom with students.
“If I had any advice for
younger students, I would tell
them to say yes to more opportunities, even if they are nervous
that they won’t be successful.
I think back to my first year
on campus, and I remember
signing up for lots of different
activities, but not really investing myself in any of them. I
still wish I had said yes more
often. Also, drink lots of water,
and don’t be afraid to go up to
a potential new friend and say
hi,” Bachmayer said.
One opportunity he recently
took advantage of was the
chance to host his own Gustavus radio show.
“Since I quit the Wind Orchestra this year, I saw that I
had five extra hours a week
that I could dedicate to doing
something else. I have always
been interested in radio, so I
decided to start a radio show
with my good friend Linsey
Wolf,” Bachmayer said.
The pair decided to begin
Tea and Tunes, a weekly radio
program focused on exposing
the Gustavus community to
new, diverse music.
“We play songs that we like,
have conversations about artists, and tell stories about what

the music means to us”, Bachmayer said. One of his personal
favorite artists is Pinegrove,
who he has been lucky enough
to see twice in concert. “I’m
always listening to music, so I
really appreciate the platform
to talk about it and share how I
feel”, he said.
Bachmayer fully intends to
take his passion for music to the
next level with his career plans.
One of his ultimate goals is to
pursue the entrepreneurial venture of having his own music
bar or community space where
local bands, students, and families can come together to play
and enjoy music in a relaxed and
fun atmosphere.
His desire to create this space
stems from “a love for being a
part of something bigger than
myself,” Bachmayer said.
For the mean time, however,
Bachmayer is enjoying his final
year on the hill. He is living
with his first-year roommate,
in the very apartment where
he met many of his very closest
friends at a get-together nearly
3 years ago.
“Gustavus has brought me
both some of my best times, and
my worst times. But, I wouldn’t
have gotten through it without
my friends, especially Josh Mason, the support of my girlfriend
Rachel Strandmark, and my
parents. I have truly made some
of the best memories I will ever
have,” Bachmayer said.
Gusties can catch Bachmayer
and Wolf’s radio show Tea and
Tunes by tuning into the KGSM
Student Radio livestream on
Thursdays at 7 to 9 PM at
http://orgs.gustavus.edu/
kgsm/.

If so, send their name, position on campus, and a
short description of why you think they should be
recognized to
weekly@gustavus.edu
for a chance to be featured!
A representative from the Gustavian Weekly will
be in contact with you via email if your suggestion
is chosen to be featured in an issue of the paper.
Bachmayer studied abroad in Sweden during his second semester of sophomore year.
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ne of the most involved
and versatile members
within the Gustavus
community is Junior, Linsey
Wolf, who is from Mankato,
Minnesota.
As a high schooler, Linsey
thought Gustavus was an expensive private school that she
would not consider attending
because it was too close to her
home, and she had always
heard about it.
Then one day, a family colleague had mentioned that their
daughter went to Gustavus,
and was fond of all the incredible learning experiences she
received at a liberal arts institution.
This prompted Linsey to
apply to Gustavus where she
eventually became super invested, and was amazed at all
the scholarship opportunities
the college gave to prospective
students like her. She remembers the excitement from her
family members once she got
accepted and ultimately chose
to attend.
“I’d say my first year was
pretty average, but I really
found ‘my people’ and started
to like it during the spring
semester of sophomore year,”
Wolf said. Since coming to
Gustavus, Linsey has been involved in a variety of prominent

student organizations. For instance, she is the Editor-in-Chief
of Her Campus, where she has
the opportunity to collaborate
with talented, aspiring female
writers who are eager to showcase their wonderful writing
talents.
She is also heavily involved
in her sorority, Theta Xi Gamma, by being the Recruitment
Chair, Mediator, and Secretary. She mentions that joining
Greek life was one of the best
decisions she ever made because of the timeless memories
she has created with her sisters
by volunteering and through
events
around
campus.
Aside from the Thetas, she
has become co-host of the new
radio show, “Tea and Tunes”
with Senior, Ian Bachmeyer,
whom she met through one of
her sorority sisters. When he
first thought of this idea, he
approached Linsey to be his cohost due to her taste in music.
They soon reserved a regular
time for their show which runs
on Thursdays from 7 to 9 in
Beck. They also brainstormed a
few catchy names for what they
wanted to call it, and made visually appealing posters to spread
the word on campus.
The premise of their show
is to feature unique genres of
music each week. “We meet in
Beck in the little radio room...we
have a spotify playlist...and we
do different themes. Last week,

Wolf enjoys spending time with her friends in the Theta Xi Gamma Sorority.

we did an hour of female artists, and we do an hour of ‘chill’
music. We’re working on getting
live music from people around
Gustavus who are musically
talented,” Wolf said. It has so far
been a joyful, relaxing experience where she can decompose
for the week, and can listen to
quality music for a few hours.
She has received positive
feedback from members of the
student body who say they admire the show’s content, and are
curious about which songs are
going to be played next.
The show is open-ended in
terms of featuring anything, and
there are no restrictions about
what music can or cannot be
played. Students can also call
in or comment on social media
for any song suggestions, where
they will receive an honorary
shout-out.
“It’s helped me meet a lot
of people that I wouldn’t have
otherwise ever talked to, and
the radio show specifically gives
me a chance to work with tech
equipment that would be useful
if I ever had to do it in a professional setting,” Wolf said.
Because she is an English Education major, these organizations have allowed her to communicate and collaborate with
Gustavus community members.
It has helped build her personality as she has grown out of
her former shy, reserved high
school self.

Ingrid Iverson

Wolf’s unique music taste is showcased on Tea and Tunes.

The meaningful relationships she is developing with
professors and Gusties now
will give her the opportunity to
connect with her future students
in a classroom environment.
In terms of her career goals,
she wants to be an English
teacher who dreams of living
in the rainy and cozy Pacific
West Coast like Washington or
Oregon.
However, she is open to
taking on new endeavors if she
decides to not teach anymore,
and will go wherever life takes
her. She chose to be an English
major because she wanted to
do something that would have
a positive influence on people’s
lives.
“I loved English in high
school, especially my English
teachers...I thought they were
some of the most fun, creative,
and expressive people...I want
to be someone that students can
come to for help, and can enjoy
going to school because of their
surroundings,” Wolf said.
In addition, she was able
to make new friends, and this
introduced to her to many
individuals who shared her
similar interests. It was a fantastic bonding experience which
since has fostered deep friendships.

Ingrid Iverson

As Linsey and Ian continue
to be apart of Tea and Tunes, she
is excited for all the cool ideas
yet to come. One aspect they are
working on are conducting live
interviews with students.
For instance, they are hoping to feature her roommate,
Corbyn Jenkins, a talented concert photographer, along with
musically-talented individuals
who can talk about their choral
or band groups
They are also thinking of
having “giveaways” such as
concert tickets or signed posters
to make it more personable to
listeners. She recommends that
students should do their best to
be engaged both academically
and socially during these eventful college years.
“Get involved and talk to
people you normally wouldn’t
because they’re probably some
of the best people you’ll ever
meet. Try to branch out without
getting too involved. You don’t
have to join everything. You
don’t have to sign up for every
activity at the involvement fair,
just pick two or three, and if
you put your effort into those
and focus on those then you’ll
really make them worthwhile,”
Wolf said.
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uilding a resume might seem
pretty difficult as a college student when you may not have
much experience in the workforce.
Think of a resume, not just as a list of
past employment, but more as reason
for why you’re qualified for a particular
job. It’s important to be specific. Your
employment history, skills, education,
and other qualifications should be both
organized and specific, so your resume
can convey to your future employer
that you are a good candidate for this
position. Of course, a carefully crafted
resume won’t guarantee a job, but it can
lead to an interview.
Resumes aren’t just for juniors or
seniors in college. It’s important to start
your resume as soon as possible. There
may be opportunities that might require
a resume that aren’t necessarily job
related. Studying abroad, volunteer opportunities, or even clubs may require a
resume. It’s also helpful to start compiling your experiences right away so in
the future you won’t be searching for
when and where you had a particular
experience.
You might find that your experiences might not quite line up with the
job you are applying for. Perhaps you
have experience as a camp counselor or
in retail. Those positions still require a
sense of leadership and organization. In
addition, not all experiences need to be
compensated experiences. Online publications are an example of an experience
that shows one’s expertise, even if it
wasn’t a paid position. Remember that
these experiences are still important so
make sure to include them.
No matter where you are in life,

it’s good to start your resume as soon as
you can.
A good place to start is by following a resume template like the one here
on the left.
Appearance
Use a font that’s easy to read like Times
New Roman, Palatino, or Calibri. 10-14
point size is recommended.
Your resume should be one or two pages max. Shorter is usually better. Try using bullet points for each job and keep
your sentences brief.
Limit the use of lines, graphics, color, or
shading. Your resume should look uncluttered.
Order
Start with your name and contact information: email, phone, LinkedIn, and
address.
Note your objective or career interests.
Your education is next. You’ll need your
year, major, minor (if you have one),
and GPA. If you studied abroad, that’s
helpful to mention too.
Experience
Make sure to give short and specific
descriptions to show off your skills.
Keeping your sentences short and to the
point helps make sure that your resume
reads clearly. Experiences can include
employment, study abroad opportunities, or any specific skills you may have.
Leadership and Service
Try to keep these relevant. Depending
on your age, high school experiences
might not be as relevant. Volunteering
shows your future employer initiative
and leadership. These experiences can
be helpful for future employment.
Honors/Awards
Include a description of the award or
honor. Give the time, date, and organization that awarded you.

Center your name at the top and include contact
information. Avoid graphics. A simple line at the
top like this is minimal and organized

Note that in this example, the applicant included specific courses he
took. Include any applicable courses for the job you’re looking for.
Make sure to include specific skills.
Skills can include “soft skills”
like organization, communication
skills, problem-solving, and time
managment.

Additional experience can also
be volunteer opportunities, study
abroad, or leadership experiences.

After your additional experience,
you can include honors and awards.

This example is provided by the Gustavus Career Center and can be found on
the Gustavus website. The Career Center offers additional information on how
to create a strong resume.
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